
The iRecovery Stick recovers data directly from 
the Apple device as well as iTunes backup files. 
Not only can you recover phone data like text 
messages and call logs but you can also recover 
application data like WhatsApp,Gmail, Jott Mes-
senger, Twitter, Text Plus, KIK, Whisper, Safari, 
Chrome, and more. You can even recover recently 
deleted photos.

Apple iOS Data Recovery & Investigation Tool
The iRecovery Stick is a powerful data recovery and investigation tool. Recover deleted data and 
examine all the user content on iPhones, iPads, iPod Touches, and iTunes backup �les. When it comes 
to iOS data recovery and personal investigations, go with a name forensic examiners around the 
world trust.
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iRecovery Stick

Apple iOS Deleted Data Recovery

Deleted Data Recovery
Cell phones contain too much information for 
anyone to examine by just looking through the 
phone. The iRecovery Stick parses out all the 
conversations, call logs, pictures, and other data 
buried deep in the device so you can see it all. 
You can even search by keyword, bookmark 
important data, and create an Excel report of 
everything you find.

Examine All User Data

Supported Devices

Recovers Deleted Data from Device and iTunes Backup

iPhone iPad iPod Touch iTunes Backup

Texts (SMS/MMS) iMessages Call History Contacts Calendar Entries

Notes Safari Bookmarks Recently Deleted Photos

Recovers Deleted Data from Apps
Chrome Gmail KIK Text+Jott Messenger Mail.ru WhatsApp

Whisper Evernote



Runs on Windows XP, Vista, 7, 8, 10
1.33 GHz processor or higher
1 GB memory
200 MB hard drive space
Compatible USB data cable

For more information on the iRecovery Stick or other Paraben Consumer Software products, 
contact us at: sales@paraben-sticks.com or via phone at: (801) 930-5821
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Requirements
Did you forget your screen lock code but need to 
access the data on your phone? The Phone 
Recovery Stick can bypass screen locks on devices 
running up to Android 4.1. Debugging and 
Unknown Resources must be enabled. 

Bypass Screen Locks

View Photos, Even from Photo Hiding Apps
The iRecovery Stick not only downloads all images 
from the device, it recovers deleted photos from the 
recently deleted photos folder. Better yet, you can 
recover photos hidden by �le dozens of popular �le 
hiding apps.

Recover Data from and See All Apps
More people communicate through apps than ever 
before. Not only can you view all apps on the iOS 
device, you can recover deleted data from the most 
popular messaging and social media apps.

Look for Malware
Don’t let your iOS device be a target of malware and 
spyware.  A unique feature of the iRecovery Stick is 
that it analyzes all the apps installed on the device and 
ranks them based on the likelihood that they are 
malicious.  


